CLP36 and RIL recruit α-actinin-1 to stress fibers and differentially regulate stress fiber dynamics in F2408 fibroblasts.
CLP36 is a member of the ALP/Enigma protein family and has been shown to be localized to stress fibers in various cells. We previously reported that depletion of CLP36 caused loss of stress fibers in BeWo choriocarcinoma cells, but it remains unclear how CLP36 contributes to stress fiber formation. In this study, we generated CLP36-depleted F2408 fibroblasts and found that stress fibers showed abnormal non-oriented organization in these cells. In addition to CLP36, F2408 cells contained RIL, another ALP/Enigma protein, and we demonstrated that RIL could compensate for the role of CLP36 in stress fiber formation. CLP36 and RIL form a complex with α-actinin-1 and palladin. We found a strong correlation between loss of CLP36/RIL and failure of α-actinin-1 or palladin to localize on stress fibers. In addition, time lapse observation revealed that incorporation of RIL stabilizes stress fibers and that CLP36 influences the dynamic architecture of these fibers. Our findings indicate that CLP36 and RIL have a redundant role in the formation of stress fibers, but have different effects on stress fiber dynamics in F2408 cells.